MC-normalization: a novel method for dye-normalization of two-channel microarray data.
Pre-processing plays a vital role in two-color microarray data analysis. An analysis is characterized by its ability to identify differentially expressed genes (its sensitivity) and its ability to provide unbiased estimators of the true regulation (its bias). It has been shown that microarray experiments regularly underestimate the true regulation of differentially expressed genes. We introduce the MC-normalization, where C stands for channel-wise normalization, with considerably lower bias than the commonly used standard methods. The idea behind the MC-normalization is that the channels' individual intensities determine the correction, rather than the average intensity which is the case for the widely used MA-normalization. The two methods were evaluated using spike-in data from an in-house produced cDNA-experiment and a publicly available Agilent-experiment. The methods were applied on background corrected and non-background corrected data. For the cDNA-experiment the methods were either applied separately on data from each of the print-tips or applied on the complete array data. Altogether 24 analyses were evaluated. For each analysis the sensitivity, the bias and two variance measures were estimated.We prove that the MC-normalization has lower bias than the MA-normalization. The spike-in data confirmed the theoretical result and suggest that the difference is significant. Furthermore, the empirical data suggest that the MC-and MA-normalization have similar sensitivity. A striking result is that print-tip normalizations did have considerably higher sensitivity than analyses using the complete array data.